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Although beta-amyloid (Ab) deposition is a characteristic feature of
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), this pathology is commonly found in
elderly normal controls (NC). The pattern of Ab deposition as
detected with Pittsburgh compound-B positron emission tomogra-
phy (PIB-PET) imaging shows substantial spatial overlap with the
default mode network (DMN), a group of brain regions that typically
deactivates during externally driven cognitive tasks. In this study,
we show that DMN functional connectivity (FC) during rest is
altered with increasing levels of PIB uptake in NC. Specifically, FC
decreases were identified in regions implicated in episodic memory
(EM) processing (posteromedial cortex, ventral medial prefrontal
cortex, and angular gyrus), whereas connectivity increases were
detected in dorsal and anterior medial prefrontal and lateral
temporal cortices. This pattern of decreases is consistent with
previous studies that suggest heightened vulnerability of EM-
related brain regions in AD, whereas the observed increases in FC
may reflect a compensatory response.
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Introduction

Although fibrillar beta-amyloid (Ab) plaques are a hallmark of

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (Walsh and Selkoe 2007), this

pathology is frequently found in cognitively intact older people

(Tomlinson et al. 1968; Hulette et al. 1998; Davis et al. 1999;

Price and Morris 1999; Knopman et al. 2003; Bennett et al. 2006;

Savva et al. 2009). The recent advent of Pittsburgh compound-B

positron emission tomography (PIB-PET) imaging allows in vivo

investigation of fibrillar Ab plaques (Klunk et al. 2004) and has

been used to study the relevance of Ab deposition in normal

controls (NC) (Pike et al. 2007; Jack et al. 2008; Dickerson et al.

2009; Mormino et al. 2009; Rabinovici and Jagust 2009; Sperling

et al. 2009; Storandt et al. 2009; Bourgeat et al. 2010). Many

researchers speculate that Ab accumulation may be an initiating

event that leads to neuronal dysfunction and neurodegeneration,

cognitive loss, and eventually AD (Walsh and Selkoe 2007; Morris

et al. 2009; Jack et al. 2010).

Interestingly, Ab plaque deposition shows a high degree of

spatial overlap with a network of brain regions that together

constitute the default mode network (DMN) (Buckner et al.

2005). Comprised of medial prefrontal, posteromedial (precu-

neus, posterior cingulate, and retrosplenial), and lateral

parietotemporal cortices, as well as the medial temporal lobe,

the DMN is typically deactivated during externally driven

cognitive tasks and activated during internally driven processes,

such as mind wandering, future planning, and autobiographical

memory (Buckner et al. 2008).

The DMN network is commonly studied with task-free resting

state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Greicius

et al. 2003; Fox et al. 2005). Functional connectivity (FC)

analyses of resting state fMRI data capture brain regions showing

correlated low frequency ( <0.1 Hz) spontaneous activity and

have been used to define multiple networks with known

anatomical connectivity and coactivation during task-related

fMRI (Fox and Raichle 2007). Independent components analysis

(ICA) has been employed in some FC studies, robustly defining

the DMN, as well as motor, sensory, and frontal-executive

networks (Beckmann and Smith 2004; Damoiseaux et al. 2006).

Although the biological mechanism underlying these low

frequency fluctuations remains unclear, it is possible that resting

state networks reflect spontaneous cognitive processes, an

intrinsic property of the brain’s ‘‘baseline’’ state or a combination

of both (Buckner and Vincent 2007; Raichle and Snyder 2007).

Two recent studies combining PIB-PET imaging with resting

state fMRI in NC showed that elevated Ab deposition measured

globally in cerebral cortex was associated with decreases in

DMN FC (Hedden et al. 2009; Sheline et al. 2010). A question left

unaddressed in these studies is whether the specific pattern of

Ab deposition is related to dysfunction in specific nodes of the

network. Interestingly, there are discrepancies between the

location of Ab deposition and patterns of neuronal dysfunction

seen with both imaging and neuropathology (Arnold et al. 1991;

Jack et al. 2008; Bourgeat et al. 2010). In particular, the medial

temporal lobe shows pronounced atrophy in AD when it shows

little Ab deposition, whereas the prefrontal cortex is relatively

preserved despite extensive early PIB uptake (Jack et al. 2008).

An area of convergence is in the precuneus/posterior cingulate,

which shows both early hypometabolism (Minoshima et al.

1997) and Ab deposition (Mintun et al. 2006). Studying the DMN

in this context is important since nodes of this network reflect

both congruence and incongruence in the relationship between

Ab deposition and neuronal integrity.

The goal of this study was therefore to investigate

associations between amyloid deposition and connectivity

within the DMN and to examine mechanisms that might

underlie network alterations.

Materials and Methods

Subject Recruitment
Older NC subjects were recruited from the community via newspaper

advertisement. Eligibility requirements for recruitment in this study
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were no MRI contradictions, living independently in the community,

Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) > 26, absence of neurological

or psychiatric illness, lack of major medical illnesses and medications

that affect cognition, and normal performance on cognitive tests. Forty-

four subjects underwent PET imaging and fMRI for this study.

Additionally, resting state fMRI data were collected on 17 young

subjects to define a template for the DMN (mean age = 23.0 (2.9), 9

females). Young subjects were recruited from the community through

online postings. PIB-PET data from 22 AD patients were used for

comparison purposes (mean age = 65.9 (10.7), 10 females). AD patients

were recruited from the University of California San Francisco (UCSF)

Memory and Aging Center. The diagnosis of AD was based on

a comprehensive multidisciplinary evaluation that includes a clinical

history and physical examination, a caregiver interview and a battery of

neuropsychological tests (Kramer et al. 2003). All AD subjects met

National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke criteria for

probable AD (McKhann et al. 1984) and had no significant comorbid

medical, neurologic, or psychiatric illnesses.

Neuropsychological Testing
All NC subjects underwent detailed cognitive testing in multiple domains

to ensure normality. Normal cognitive performance was defined by

creating composite scores in episodic memory (EM) (long delay free

recall portion of the California Verbal Learning Test [CVLT] [Delis et al.

2000] and Wechsler Memory Scale [WMS-R] visual reproduction

[Wechsler 1987b]), working memory (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

[WAIS-R] digit span backwards [Wechsler 1987a] and listening span total

recall [Salthouse et al. 1991]), and frontal function (Trails B minus A

[Reitan 1958] and Stroop total correct in 60 s [Zec 1986]) across a larger

cohort of subjects > 60 years old who underwent neuropsychological

testing (198 subjects aged > 60 were enrolled at the time of this study,

mean age = 73.1 (7.6) and MMSE = 28.7 (1.7)). Subjects were considered

ineligible if 1 composite score fell below 2 standard deviations (SDs)

from our cohort defined age/gender/education-adjusted means. The

individuals in this cohort were high functioning, such that a 2 SD cutoff

yielded raw scores that were generally well within the range of age-

adjusted normative data. These scores are thus more conservative than

normative-derived cutoffs used in diagnosing mild cognitive impairment.

For subjects that had undergone multiple testing sessions, scores

closest to the PET scan date were used (mean delay between PET and

closest testing session was 3.93 (2.62) months, and the maximum delay

was 10.2 months). Given the minimal amount of cognitive decline that

may be expected in high PIB subjects in this short time period

(Storandt et al. 2009), as well as the very slow rates of change in PIB

uptake over time (Engler et al. 2006; Jack et al. 2009), this short delay is

unlikely to have any effect on the results.

PET Acquisition
PIB was synthesized at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s

(LBNL) Biomedical Isotope Facility using a published protocol and

described in detail previously (Mathis et al. 2003; Mormino et al. 2009).

PIB-PET imaging was performed using a Siemens ECAT EXACT HR PET

scanner (SiemensMedical Systems) in3Dacquisitionmode.Ten tofifteen

mCi of PIB was injected into an antecubital vein. Dynamic acquisition

frames were obtained as follows: 4 3 15 s, 8 3 30 s, 93 60 s, 23 180 s, 8 3

300 s, and 3 3 600 s (90 min total). A 10-min transmission scan for

attenuation correction were obtained for each PIB scan. Filtered

backprojected reconstructions were performed on the transmission

and emission data to judge transmission alignment with each frame of

emission data. In the case of misalignment, the transmission image was

coregistered to that individual emission frame and then forward

projected to create an attenuation correction file specific to that head

position. PET data were reconstructed using an ordered subset

expectation maximization algorithm with weighted attenuation. Images

were smoothed with a 4-mm Gaussian kernel with scatter correction.

MRI Acquisition
MRI data on old and young NC subjects were collected at LBNL on a 1.5

T Magnetom Avanto System (Siemens Medical Systems) with a 12

channel head coil run in triple mode. The MRI session includes the

following sequences (in order of acquisition): a T2-weigted fluid

attenuated inversion recovery scan (FLAIR, axially acquired, time

repetition [TR]/time echo [TE] = 9730/100 ms, flip angle = 150�, 0.80 3

0.80-mm2 in-plane resolution, 3.00-mm thickness with no gap), 3 T1-

weighted volumetric magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo scans

(MP-RAGE, axially acquired, TR/TE/time to inversion [TI] = 2110/3.58/

1100 ms, flip angle = 15�, 1.00 3 1.00-mm2 in-plane resolution, 1.00-mm

thickness with 50% gap), a T1 structural scan in plane to the resting

state scan (axially acquired, TR/TE = 500/10 ms, flip angle = 150�,
0.80 3 0.80-mm2 in-plane resolution, 3.5-mm thickness with 15% gap),

and a resting state fMRI scan (acquired axially, TR/TE = 1890/50 ms, flip

angle = 90�, 3.0 3 3.0-mm2 in-plane resolution, 3.5-mm3 thickness with

15% gap, 250 TRs total). The FLAIR scan was used to screen for stroke,

whereas the in-plane T1 and the MP-RAGE scans were used in

subsequent processing steps. There was a mean time delay of 2.7

(6.3) months between PET and MRI scanning.

Resting state fMRI was not available for UCSF AD subjects. MP-RAGE

scans for these subjects were used in the analysis of PIB-PET data. For

13 UCSF AD subjects, MP-RAGE scans were collected coronally on a 1.5

T Vision System (Siemens Medical Systems) with a quadrature head coil

(TR/TE/TI = 10/7/300 ms, flip angle = 15�, 1.00 3 1.00-mm2 in-plane

resolution, 1.40-mm slice thickness with no gap). For the remaining 9

UCSF AD subjects, MP-RAGE scans were collected sagittally on a Bruker

MedSpec 4 T system with an 8 channel head coil (TR/TE/TI = 2300/

3.37/950 ms, flip angle = 7�, 1.00 3 1.00-mm2 in-plane resolution, 1.00-

mm slice thickness with no gap).

PET Preprocessing
PIB data were preprocessed using the SPM2 software package (http://

www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Realigned PIB frames corresponding to the

first 20 min of acquisition were averaged and used to guide

coregistration to the subject’s structural MRI scan. Distribution volume

ratios (DVRs) for PIB images were created using Logan graphical

analysis with frames corresponding to 35--90 min postinjection and

a gray matter masked cerebellum reference region (Logan et al. 1996;

Price et al. 2005).

When applicable, PET images were coregistered to the subject’s

high-resolution structural scan and transformed to Montreal Neurolog-

ical Institute (MNI) space using parameters defined from nonlinear

alignment between the high-resolution structural scan and the MNI

template (see the fMRI Preprocessing section). After normalization to

template space, these PET images were smoothed an additional 8 mm,

resulting in a total of 8.9 mm smoothing for these images.

Structural MRI Processing
MP-RAGE scans were processed as described previously using Free-

Surfer version 4.3 (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) (Mormino et al.

2009). In brief, MP-RAGE scans were realigned and averaged to create

a single high-contrast structural image. Anatomical masks relevant to

PET processing were derived in each subject’s native space using this

analysis stream (Dale et al. 1999; Fischl et al. 2001; Fischl et al. 2002;

Segonne et al. 2004). Specifically, a gray matter only cerebellum mask

was used as a reference region for PIB and the mean PIB DVR value

from a FreeSurfer derived cortical gray matter mask was extracted for

each subject and used as a measure of global PIB uptake (‘‘global PIB’’)

and as a regressor in the voxelwise FC analysis. These global PIB values

were highly correlated with the PIB index value used in our previous

publication (R
2 = 0.98) (Mormino et al. 2009).

fMRI Preprocessing
fMRI data were processed using FMRIB Software Library (FSL) version

4.1 (http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Images were motion corrected,

low-pass (2.8 s) and high-pass filtered (100 s), and smoothed with a 5-

mm Gaussian kernel. To define the spatial transformation from fMRI

space to MNI template space, a multistep registration procedure was

employed. First, the mean fMRI image was linearly registered to the

subject’s in-plane T1 structural image using 7 degrees of freedom. The

in-plane T1 image was then registered to the high-resolution structural
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scan using 6 degrees of freedom. Finally, the high-resolution structural

scan was nonlinearly aligned to the standard MNI 152 brain using

FNIRT, and resulting parameters were used to transform fMRI data.

FC Analysis
FC analyses were conducted with FSL version 4.1 and adapted from the

goodness of fit procedure described by Greicius et al. (2004).

Supplementary Figure 1 provides a detailed schematic flow chart of

the processing stream. A DMN template was defined using resting state

fMRI data from the group of 17 young subjects. A seed in the posterior

cingulate cortex (PCC; sphere of 8 mm centered at MNI coordinates

–12, –50, 32) was transformed from template space into native fMRI

space for each young subject. Additionally, nuisance regions were

defined on the MNI template and transformed to native space (a white

matter 8-mm spherical seed centered at MNI coordinates –24, –16, 36,

a lateral ventricle mask drawn on the template, and a whole brain mask

derived from segmenting the template brain and combining gray and

white matter). Time series were extracted across all these regions and

entered into a general linear model, and resulting contrast maps

reflecting voxels correlated with the PCC time series (covarying the

signal associated with white matter, lateral ventricle, and whole brain)

were entered into a higher-level 1-sample t-test (height and extent joint

threshold of P < 0.05, corrected). Based on evidence that the DMN

may be ‘‘split’’ into posterior and anterior components with ICA

(Damoiseaux et al. 2006, 2008), we excluded the anterior medial

prefrontal cortex (mPFC) portion from this map and used the

remaining posterior clusters as our template during the goodness of

fit procedure (a ‘‘posterior’’ DMN template). This would ensure that

posterior DMN components were selected for subjects with separable

DMN components (27/44 subjects showed separable DMN compo-

nents). A posterior rather than anterior template approach was

employed because the posterior regions of the DMN have been

implicated in EM processes (Andrews-Hanna et al. 2010) and show

early dysfunction in AD (Minoshima et al. 1997; Killiany et al. 2002; Sorg

et al. 2007; Thompson et al. 2007). Resting state data for each older NC

was decomposed at the individual subject level using ICA with FSL’s

Multivariate Exploratory Linear Optimized Decomposition into In-

dependent Components (MELODIC) (Beckmann and Smith 2004).

MELODIC isolates a multitude of components for each subject, and for

each component, voxels are assigned a z-score that reflects the extent

to which that voxel’s time series is correlated with the time series

associated with the specific component. A goodness of fit procedure

was applied to spatially normalized z-maps for each subject to

determine which component most closely resembled the DMN

template (average z-score of voxels within the template minus average

z-score of voxels outside the template; z-values from the removed

mPFC area were excluded from this calculation to ensure that high

mPFC connectivity did not inflate the average value ‘‘outside’’ the

template). The z-map for the best-fit component for each subject was

used in subsequent higher-level analyses.

Statistical Analyses
Correlations between global PIB and demographic variables were

completed using the statistical programming language R version 2.8

(http://www.r-project.org/). Partial correlation coefficients (r) were

reported for relationships between global PIB and EM/MMSE

(controlling for demographic predictors). Caret version 5 was

used to display voxelwise results (http://brainvis.wustl.edu/wiki/

index.php/Caret:About).

Spatial overlap between the DMN and the PIB uptake was

qualitatively examined by overlaying statistical maps. The DMN FC

map was derived from a 1-sample t-test of DMN best-fit components

from the elderly NC group, whereas the PIB uptake map was derived

from contrasting low PIB NC with high PIB NC DVR images (defined

with a median split of global PIB values). The FC map was thresholded

at P < 0.001 and k = 100, uncorrected and the PIB map was thresholded

at P < 0.0002 and k = 100, uncorrected, binarized, and overlaid upon

a 3D rendered brain.

Within the NC group, global PIB was treated as a continuous value

and regressed against voxelwise DMN FC using permutation testing

with FSL’s Randomise (using 5000 permutations, http://www.fmrib

.ox.ac.uk/fsl/randomise/). This analysis was restricted to the voxels that

were significant in the DMN 1-sample t-test of elderly NC subjects

(thresholded at P < 0.001 and k = 100, uncorrected; this mask is

displayed in Fig. 1). Age, gender, and education were controlled for in

this analysis, and results were considered significant at P < 0.05 and k =
50, uncorrected. Cluster size, maximum t-statistic/P-value, and peak

MNI coordinates for significant regions are reported.

To explore focal PIB uptake within regions showing a relationship

between FC and global PIB, region of interest (ROI) analyses were

completed with R. ROIs were created from the primary FC voxelwise

results by casting an 8-mm sphere around the voxel with the highest t-

value in a subset of significant clusters (voxels showing the strongest

relationship between FC and global PIB). PIB values from these ROIs

were extracted from spatially normalized PET images. A repeated

measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with PIB DVR

values as the dependent variable, group (AD and NC) as a between-

subjects factor and ROI as a within-subjects factor. Main effects of group

and ROI were investigated further with post hoc contrasts [1) AD vs. NC

for each ROI and 2) each ROI vs. global PIB controlling for diagnosis].

Within the NC group, mean FC was extracted from these ROIs and

regressed against EM. Age, gender, and education were controlled for in

each model. Results were considered significant at P < 0.05.

Results

Demographics

Demographics for elderly NC subjects are listed in Table 1.

There was a significant relationship between global PIB and

gender (P = 0.03; higher PIB in females) and a trend between

global PIB and age (P = 0.08; higher PIB in older subjects).

Spatial Overlap of DMN and Ab Deposition

Results from the 1-sample t-test of best-fit components of the

DMN in elderly NC revealed significant clusters in medial and

lateral prefrontal cortex, posteromedial cortex (precuneus/

posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cortices), lateral parietal,

middle temporal, and medial temporal cortices. Overlap between

the DMN and the Ab deposition is displayed in Figure 1. There is

a large degree of convergence between DMN FC and PIB uptake,

Figure 1. DMN FC and global PIB uptake overlap. One sample t-test of DMN best-fit
components (yellow), 2-sample t-test between high and low PIB subjects (blue), and
overlap (red) are displayed. These maps highlight congruence and incongruence
between the DMN and the brain regions showing high levels of Ab deposition. The
greatest amount of overlap is in precuneus/posterior cingulate, medial prefrontal, and
angular gyri. Although PIB uptake is more diffuse than DMN, there is minimal overlap
in retrosplenial and medial temporal portions of the DMN.
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most notably in the precuneus/posterior cingulate, angular gyri,

and mPFC, whereas limited overlap was present in the medial

temporal lobe.

Global PIB Versus DMN FC

To examine the relationship between Ab deposition and DMN

FC, global PIB values were regressed against voxelwise DMN FC

maps (Fig. 2 and Table 2). Multiple regions in the posteromedial

cortex showed reduced FC with increased levels of PIB

(precuneus, posterior cingulate, and retrosplenial cortex).

Elevated PIB was also associated with decreased DMN FC in

ventral mPFC (vmPFC), right angular gyrus, and the left middle

and superior frontal gyri. Additionally, there were areas of the

DMN that showed increased FC with higher levels of global PIB

(right dorsal prefrontal [R dPFC], left anterior medial prefrontal

[L amPFC], and left middle temporal cortices). This analysis was

repeated using PIB data that was corrected for partial volume

effects as described in our previous publication (Mormino et al.

2009), and results did not differ (see Supplementary Figure 2).

Given the novel finding of increased DMN FC with elevated

PIB in NC, we conducted a series of seed based analyses similar

to the methods employed in the 2 previously published papers

examining DMN FC and PIB in NC (Hedden et al. 2009; Sheline

et al. 2010). These analyses were consistent with the results

obtained using ICA (Supplementary Analysis 1, Supplementary

Figures 3 and 4).

Colocalization of PIB Uptake and Ab-Related DMN FC
Differences

To further explore Ab-related DMN FC differences, the 6 ROIs

showing the strongest negative and positive correlation with

PIB (Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 5) were selected from

the ICA voxelwise analysis: ROIs in the left precuneus (L

Precun), vmPFC, and left retrosplenial cortex (L RSC) that

showed reduced FC with increased global PIB, as well as ROIs

in R dPFC, L amPFC, and left middle temporal gyrus (L MTG)

that showed heightened FC with increased global PIB. Average

PIB values were extracted from these ROIs and entered into

a repeated measures ANOVA with diagnosis (AD, NC) as

a between-subjects factor and ROI as a within-subjects factor

(values across all ROIs are plotted in Fig. 3). To understand

where PIB is elevated in NC and how this elevation differs from

AD and across regions, this analysis was restricted to high PIB

NC subjects (determined via a median split within the NC

group). This analysis revealed significant main effects of both

diagnosis (F = 33.132, P < 0.001) and ROI (F = 76.372, P <

0.001). Post hoc contrasts between AD and NC revealed

significant elevation in AD in all ROIs (Supplementary Table 1).

To understand whether there was an appreciable pattern of

uptake amongst these ROIs, each ROI was contrasted against

global PIB (controlling for diagnosis). This analysis did not

reveal concordance between the PIB uptake and the direction

Table 1
Cohort demographics and correlations with global PIB

Relationship with global PIB

N 44 —
Age 74.6 (6.3) r 50.27, t 51.79, P 5 0.08
Gender 29 females, 15 males r 5 �0.32, t 5 �2.20, P 5 0.03
Education 17.1 (1.9) r 5 �0.13, t 5 �0.82, P 5 0.42
MMSE 29.0 (1.1) r 5 �0.08, t 5 �0.55, P 5 0.58
EM 0.22 (0.71) r 5 �0.19, t 5 �1.31, P 5 0.20

Mean and SDs are listed for continuous variables. Demographic variables (age, gender, and

education) were controlled when examining relationships between global PIB and MMSE/EM.

Significant relationships and trends are bolded.

Figure 2. t-Maps from voxelwise analysis correlating global PIB with DMN FC. Cool colors reflect a negative relationship, whereas warm colors reflect a positive relationship
between global PIB and DMN FC.

Table 2
Results from primary voxelwise analysis

Location Max T Max P Voxels x y z

Negative correlations
L precun 3.68 0.0002 692 4 68 26
Bilateral vmPFC 3.55 0.001 113 2 36 �24
L RSC 3.27 0.001 133 12 48 2
L PCC 3.24 0.0002 69 0 26 26
R middle frontal cortex 3.19 0.001 169 28 22 40
R angular gyrus 3.06 0.001 71 64 46 16
R RSC 3 0.004 50 22 50 4
Bilateral vmPFC 2.93 0.001 226 0 52 �20
R angular/occipital cortex 2.84 0.001 67 46 62 36
L superior frontal gyrus 2.64 0.006 63 18 30 44
R posterior cingulate 2.31 0.011 52 6 44 16
R precun 2.11 0.017 54 10 66 30
Positive correlations
R dPFC 3.91 0.001 162 14 42 34
L amPFC 3.37 0.002 199 8 66 14
L MTG 3.11 0.002 51 �66 �44 �8

Regions showing negative and positive relationships between global PIB and DMN FC are listed.

Values corresponding to the voxel within each cluster showing the strongest association between

PIB and DMN FC are listed, as well as cluster size. Italics indicate regions selected for additional

ROI analyses.
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of the ROI’s relationship between global PIB and FC (i.e., 1

region showing decreased FC with elevated global PIB was

significantly higher than global PIB (L Precun), where 1 region

was significantly lower (L RSC); additionally, 1 region showing

increased FC with more PIB was significantly higher than global

PIB (R dPFC), whereas 2 regions were lower (L amPFC and L

MTG); see Supplementary Table 1).

To continue exploring a potential relevance of regional PIB

uptake, we conducted an additional analysis to determine if

focal PIB across any ROI shows heightened relevance to DMN

FC (Supplementary Analysis 2). Specifically, it is possible that

intraregional PIB is strongly related with FC in specific DMN

areas, or that PIB uptake in 1 region is a strong predictor of FC

changes in distant DMN regions. To investigate this possibility,

we conducted a series of regression analyses relating FC to PIB

within each ROI and across ROIs. This analysis did not reveal

evidence for a specific impact of regional PIB—areas that show

relationships with increased PIB tend to do so across multiple

PIB ROIs and to a similar extent to the correlation with global

PIB (Supplementary Table 2). It is possible that the high

covariance in PIB uptake across regions makes regional

contributions difficult to disentangle (Supplementary Table 3).

Relationships between Ab-Related DMN FC Differences and
EM

EM was not correlated with global PIB (t = –1.31, P = 0.20).

There was a trend for a positive relationship between EM and

DMN FC in RSC (t = 1.82, P = 0.08), and no other relationships

were found with FC from any other ROI.

Discussion

In this study, we found relationships between global PIB uptake

and DMN resting state FC in a group of elderly cognitively

intact individuals. Specifically, increased Ab deposition was

associated with decreased DMN FC in multiple posteromedial

regions (precuneus/posterior cingulate and retrosplenial cor-

tices), as well as vmPFC, right angular gyrus, and the left middle

and superior frontal gyri. These regions showing decreased

DMN FC are consistent with previous studies combining

resting state fMRI and PIB-PET imaging in NC (Hedden et al.

2009; Sheline et al. 2010) and have furthermore shown changes

across multiple imaging modalities, demonstrating both glucose

hypometabolism and atrophy in early AD (Minoshima et al.

1997; de Leon et al. 2001; Killiany et al. 2002; Greicius et al.

2004; Sorg et al. 2007; Thompson et al. 2007). Interestingly, we

also found that elevated PIB was associated with increased

DMN FC in R dPFC, L amPFC, and left middle temporal cortices,

which may reflect either compensatory processes or aberrant

activity. Importantly, this dissociation was consistent across

multiple analytic approaches, suggesting that these results are

not a methodological artifact. Furthermore, relationships

between imaging measures and EM were either absent or

weak, suggesting that Ab-related changes in DMN FC occur in

the absence of overt cognitive deficits.

Differential Relationships between DMN FC and Ab May
Reflect Region-Specific Properties

The results identified in this study suggest that regions within

the DMN respond differently to high levels of Ab deposition,

and it is possible that the impact of this pathology is modified

by region-specific properties. Interestingly, the reported

pattern of Ab-related FC differences aligns with proposed

subsystems of the DMN (Greicius et al. 2009; Andrews-Hanna

et al. 2010). Andrews-Hanna et al. (2010) recently described 2

distinct DMN subsystems that interact via the PCC and the

anterior mPFC (the ‘‘midline core’’): a medial temporal lobe

subsystem involved in EM processes and a dorsal mPFC

subsystem involved in self-relevant processes. Interestingly,

the pattern of Ab-related decreased FC identified in our study

shows substantial overlap with the medial temporal lobe

subsystem (retrosplenial cortices, vmPFC, angular gyrus as well

as regions in posteromedial cortex that may be considered part

of the midline core). Furthermore, the pattern of Ab-related
increased FC overlaps with the dorsal mPFC subsystem (dorsal

PFC and lateral temporal cortex, as well as a region in the

anterior mPFC that may be considered part of the midline

core).

Figure 3. Boxplots of global and regional PIB values in high PIB NC (white boxes) and AD (gray boxes). Although AD subjects show heightened PIB, overlap between AD and NC
suggests the early Ab deposition in NC. Despite low PIB uptake in L RSC, L amPFC, and L MTG, these regions show FC changes with increased levels of global PIB.
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This spatial dissociation of Ab-related FC changes suggests

differential effects on DMN subsystems. The pattern of

decreased FC in the EM/medial temporal subsystem suggests

heightened vulnerability of this DMN subsystem to Ab de-

position and is consistent with the trend we observed between

decreased RSC FC and lower EM performance in our subjects.

These results are consistent with 2 recently published resting

state studies examining Ab in aging (Hedden et al. 2009; Sheline

et al. 2010) as well as numerous reports of brain changes to the

medial temporal subsystem in AD; it is possible that discon-

nection in these regions eventually leads to more severe

changes (such as neuronal atrophy) and underlies the EM

deficits observed in AD.

The pattern of increased FC observed in this study may be

compensatory, excitatory, or a combination of both. Although

the biological relevance of increased FC during rest is unclear,

recent reports have suggested a compensatory role of elevated

FC in subjects at risk for AD (Filippini et al. 2009; Qi et al.

2010). In the context of our study, it is possible that increased

FC may compensate for failing medial temporal subsystem

regions (Reuter-Lorenz 2002), such that the DMN has

a compensatory ‘‘shift’’ toward the dorsal mPFC subsystem as

the medial temporal subsystem is negatively affected by Ab.
Consistent with potential compensatory capabilities, the PFC in

particular appears less vulnerable to Ab toxicity than posterior

DMN regions, with PFC neuronal dysfunction associated with

late stages of AD (Langbaum et al. 2009) despite evidence of

early PFC Ab deposition (Mintun et al. 2006). It has been

proposed that brain regions show different time delays

between initiating Ab deposition and resulting regional

abnormalities, with speculation that PFC has the longest delay

(Jack et al. 2010). Given these characteristics, the PFC is

a potential source of compensation in response to Ab
accumulation, in particular the dorsal and anterior mPFC

portion of the DMN. A compensatory shift toward the dorsal

mPFC system may reflect neuronal plasticity or the potential to

deploy new cognitive strategies in the face of Ab deposition.

Although not tested in this study, it is possible that high PIB

subjects have adopted new strategies that rely on cognitive

processes subserved by the dorsal mPFC subsystem, such as

self-referential processing during encoding (Andrews-Hanna

et al. 2010). Future studies that examine encoding strategies in

aged individuals with high levels of Ab deposition will offer

insight into this potential source of neuronal compensation.

Conversely, FC increases may reflect an early aberrant

excitatory response to Ab. Interestingly, a recent task-related

fMRI study reported a failure to deactivate medial prefrontal,

precuneus/posterior cingulate, and lateral temporal cortices

during successful EM encoding in elderly adults with elevated

PIB uptake (Sperling et al. 2009). The authors proposed that Ab
deposition may cause aberrant modulation in these DMN

regions, and it is possible that persistent activation in these

areas reflects the aberrant spiking activity that has been seen

with in vitro models and which may be excitotoxic (Palop et al.

2007). Although it is difficult to reconcile the results of task-

related fMRI and resting state FC studies, the fact that increases

within DMN regions were observed in both contexts is

intriguing. Inability to modulate DMN regions may additionally

facilitate a cyclical process that promotes further Ab pro-

duction (Cirrito et al. 2005) and eventually hypoactivation. This

is consistent with observations that in AD patients regions in

the dmPFC subsystem display the same pattern of DMN FC

decreases that we identified in the medial temporal lobe

subsystem in normal elderly (Greicius et al. 2004). In this

context, compensatory and aberrant hyperactivation are not

necessarily mutually exclusive; it is possible that compensatory

responses may ultimately lead to downstream activity reduc-

tions as neurons undergo excitotoxicity.

Global Versus Regional Ab Deposition

The results presented in our primary analysis focused on

relationships between global Ab levels and FC in DMN regions.

It is possible that differential deposition of Ab in different

subsystems or nodes of the DMN could be responsible for our

reported regions of increased, as opposed to decreased FC. We

explored these possibilities by examining the pattern of PIB

uptake within regions showing strong relationships with global

PIB and identified significant elevation in PIB uptake in AD

compared with NC across all ROIs. Interestingly, we found that

ROIs showing significant elevation compared with our global

measure of PIB were present for ROIs showing both increased

FC (R dPFC) and decreased FC (L Precun). The same pattern

was observed for ROIs with significantly lower PIB than the

global measure (increased FC: L amPFC and L MTG; decreased

FC: L RSC). These findings were independent of diagnosis,

suggesting that these low ROIs remain low even in the context

of AD (when amyloid levels are much higher and more

neuronal dysfunction has occurred).

To address the possibility of heightened relevance of

amyloid in individual ROIs, we directly compared intraregional

and interregional relationships in DMN ROIs between PIB and

FC. This analysis did not provide evidence for relationships that

were specific to regional PIB uptake (areas that show relation-

ships between FC and PIB tend to do so across multiple PIB

ROIs). However, it is likely that high covariance amongst all

regions made such a relationship difficult to detect.

It is possible that these null findings may be attributable to

an inability to capture focal DMN changes before widespread

Ab deposition occurred. In particular, the precuneus and PCC

are likely candidates for focal effects of Ab since these regions

have dense connections within and beyond the DMN

(Hagmann et al. 2008; Buckner et al. 2009), and it is possible

that disruption in either of these regions would affect other

DMN regions. Studies that focus on earlier stages (i.e.,

involving younger samples) may be able to capture initial Ab
deposition before widespread highly correlated uptake is

observed and will help clarify whether regional PIB has an

impact. A further possibility is that fibrillar Ab is not a primary

pathological cause of disrupted DMN FC. It is possible that

regional levels of soluble Ab or neurofibrillary tangles may

cause connectivity decreases within DMN nodes. Since PIB-

PET binds predominately to fibrillar forms of Ab (Ikonomovic

et al. 2008), our data are unable address these potential

relationships.

Overall, although the mechanism by which heightened Ab
levels affect the DMN in a widespread fashion remains unclear,

our data suggest that Ab-related DMN changes are not

exclusively related to focal Ab deposition but rather reflect

the interaction of a global pathological process with properties

of the distinct DMN components (i.e., nodes in the EM

subsystem of the DMN may show heightened vulnerability to

amyloid deposition, whereas nodes in the dmPFC subsystem

may show compensatory capabilities).
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Relationships with Episodic Memory

Studies using PIB-PET imaging in NC have failed to find

a consistent relationship between elevated PIB and concurrent

EM (Pike et al. 2007; Jack et al. 2008; Mormino et al. 2009).

However, recent studies have shown that elevated PIB is

associated with subsequent cognitive decline in NC (Morris

et al. 2009; Storandt et al. 2009). According to the timeline

posited by Jack et al. 2010, the relationship between EM and Ab
deposition within NC may be influenced by mediating factors

(Jack et al. 2010), which likely obscures potential correlations

between EM and Ab. Potential mediating factors include

downstream changes caused by Ab toxicity, such as neurofi-

brillary tangle deposition and neuronal loss (Bennett et al. 2004;

Mormino et al. 2009).

Relationships with EM investigated in this study were either

null or weak. The correlation between global PIB and EM was

insignificant, whereas there was a trend with DMN FC in L RSC.

This pattern is consistent with FC changes representing

downstream effects of Ab toxicity, but the weak associations

do not allow us to draw conclusions about the potential

mediation of PIB effects on EM by DMN FC. Overall, our results

emphasize that Ab deposition and corresponding brain changes

occur in subjects without overt cognitive deficits.

Limitations

This study has several limitations. PIB does not bind to diffuse

plaques or soluble Ab (Ikonomovic et al. 2008), which may

show more relevance than fibrillar Ab in evaluating the regional

impact of this pathology on DMN FC. The statistical thresholds

used in our voxelwise analyses were liberal. However, the

pattern of DMN FC decreases is consistent with a large body of

literature that suggests selective vulnerability of posterior EM-

related regions in early AD development. Furthermore, the

ability to detect regional effects of amyloid may be limited by

the high covariance of PIB values across brain regions—studies

with more subjects will be necessary to untangle potential

relationships with regional deposition. Another limitation is

reliance on cross-sectional cognitive testing scores. Longitudi-

nal cognitive data may be a superior indictor of preclinical AD

and show higher correlations with PIB and resting state DMN

FC measures. Lastly, our analysis was limited to cognitively

normal elderly individuals; a group in which small effect sizes

are expected and studies with larger numbers are warranted.
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